Our TOP 10 Hotels in Paris
Shangri La Hotel Paris

Le Peninsula Hotel Paris

10 Avenue d'Iéna, 75116 Paris

19 Avenue Kléber, 75116 Paris

In the former home of Prince Roland Bonaparte, overlooking
the Eiffel Tower and River Seine, ultimate Parisian elegance
lives on in the French capital. After being lovingly restored to
its former grandeur, The Shangri-La Hotel reopened
in
December 2010. The hotel blends European grandeur with
traditional Asian hospitality.It featured 100 rooms and suites, 1
bar & 3 restaurants, 2 of which have Michelin stars.

Situated at 19 Avenue Kléber, The Peninsula sits in the heart of
Paris within walking distance of some of the world’s most
famous monuments, museums. It houses 200 luxurious rooms,
including 86 suites. Inspired by Haute Couture, the theme
suites at The Peninsula Paris hotel – some of the French
capital’s most spacious and the world’s most highly customized
– are veritable showcases of French heritage and savoir-faire.

Le Ritz Paris

Hotel de Crillon

A member of the Leading Hotels of the World , the Ritz Paris is
ranked among the most luxurious hotels in the world.
Beginning in 2012, the hotel underwent a four-year,
multimillion-euro renovation. The hotel was founded in 1898.
Several of its suites are named in honor of famous guests of
the hotel including Coco Chanel, and the cocktail lounge Bar
Hemingway pays tribute to writer Ernest Hemingway.

Located at the foot of the Champs-Élysées, the Crillon is one of
two identical stone palaces on the Place de la Concorde. With
78 guest rooms and 46 suites, the hotel also features three
restaurants, a bar, outdoor terrace, gym and health club on the
premises. The hotel was extensively renovated from 2013 to
2017.

17 Place Vendome, 75001 Paris

10 Place de la concorder, 75008 Paris

Four Seasons George 5

La Reserve

31 avenue George cinq, 75008 Paris

42 avenue Gabriel Perdu, 75008 Paris

An art-deco landmark built in 1928, Four Seasons Hotel George V is nestled in
the Golden Triangle of Paris. Oversized suites with Eiffel Tower views
welcome you after a day of wandering the quaint Parisian streets. It features
Three restaurants – with five Michelin stars among them, a decadent new spa,
an elegant swimming pool and a courtyard for whiling away the afternoons.

Avenue Gabriel, a few steps from the Champs-Elysées, La Réserve Paris
invites you to experience the quintessence of Parisian chic. This urban set in
lush green surroundings is pervaded by a warm and elegant atmosphere,
while the interior design has succeeded in preserving the heritage of a
peerless, refined style. A confidential address par excellence !

Le Nolinski

16 avenue de l’Opera, 75001 Paris

Moments away from the Comédie Française and the Palais Royal gardens,
enclosed between layers of history and Haussmann elegance, lies a temple to
art and life à la française. This breathtaking, characterful haven bears the
hallmark eclectic refinement of decorator Jean Louis Deniot. In the quiet
discretion of its private apartments, this private home safeguards the secrets
of the art of living, in a contemporary space aesthetics

Brach Hotel

BRACH own its codes, a personality, a healthy mind in a healthy body. Inviting and
homely, it reflects the values of sharing and balance. An ode to cultural pioneers of
the past, blended with a cosmopolitan and modern Paris. Multi-cultural influences
from Africa, Asia and Brazil resonate there too. Intimate and open at the same time,
BRACH is a combination of contrasts and opposites that complement each other
without ever clashing.

Hotel du Collectionneur
57 rue de Courcelles, 75008 Paris

True tribute to the luxurious transatlantic steamers of the 30s that served as bridges
between old Europe and the New World, the Arc de Triomphe Paris Hotel du
Collectionneur
is organized around a central garden: the Andalusian garden
surrounded by art deco facades lined a pergola of glass which encourages the walk
and is one of the curiosities of the Hotel. The hotel has 470 rooms and suites.

Maison Souquet
10 rue de Bruxelles, 75018 Paris

A temple to hedonism, the Maison Souquet is home to 20 rooms, hidden behind an
understated facade signaled by two red lanterns. The bawdy, wanton legend of the
City of Light was forged in the area around Montmartre. In a building that served
as a pleasure house during the Belle Époque, one of the most lavish and licentious
pages in the history of Paris has been brought to life. Jacques Garcia has applied
his talent to recreating the mystery, elegance, exoticism, sensuality, and

